














...see page 7 
Monday.



























Electrical supervisor Russ Olsen installs a 
new circuit breaker (left) 
in the Business Tower after the old unit failed 
Friday. Olsen also 
had to replace old aluminum cables with 
new  copper cables 


















































































said  his policy is 
"if  it can be heard 
in the hallway 
it's too loud." But
 he 
said  he hadn't 
intended
 for the policy 
to stop 
people  from 
talking































While  the 



















































































one  was told the 
water would
 be turned off from 
10 to 
10:30 a.m.,




Koehn said he thought Plant 
Operations
 was responsible for the 
water woes. 
The 
water  shortage caused 
inconveniences for 
several  students, 
including three who were in the 
shower at 






















Although it has yet to 
be assembled, a $113,000 Hitachi electron
 
scanning microscope has 
arrived
 at the School of Engineering. 
The microscope, or scanner,




It can make "a Medfly look




 telephone poles," said one technician. 
Equipped  with automatic focus and two 
split screens, the scanner can 
display two images at different
 magnifications. The scanner is com-
pletely 
automated  with the ability to interface or work 
in
 conjunction with 
other analyzing equipment for added versatility. 
The new scanner will be used




technician  speculated  
that
 SJSU may be the 
only 
university  in 
the nation with a scanner of this 
sophistication. 
People  from Hitachi 
are  scheduled to 
start
 assembling the new 
scanner 
today.  













They also told 
Koehn  he was 
tightening the rules 
every semester 
with the results 
being they could no 
longer 
talk
 in the hallways
 nor have 
music 
playing in 
their  rooms 
with  
the doors open. 
But  Koehn 
disagreed,  basing 
the 
problem on 








 to  determine




the  noise 
level  
should  be. Koehn 
then said, 





 willing to let 
you  people 
set 
your own 
noise  level," 
Koehn  
said. 
"Why should we 






















would  survey 
the situation
 on the 
third floor
 to help


































Dennis James, a 
business  junior 
who has lived in 
Royce for one year, 
said
 residents were
 only asking 
"to  
talk and 














"I don't think that 
would  work," 
he 
said.  
Scott said the meeting
 "went 
better than expected...I didn't ex-
pect them to 
bend  at all, but Will 
did." 
Scott said one of 
the reasons he 
was upset was because one day 
while playing his clock radio with 
the door open an adviser told him to 
"turn it down." He questioned her 
but did turn it down. Minutes later 
he said Koehn was sent up. 
Another two-year resident, 
Carmen Christian, a public relations
 
junior, said she and some friends 
were 
talking
 inside the room when 
the adviser 
told  them their voices 
were echoing in the hallway. 
"If it got any worse 
it would be 
harassment," 
Christian said. "The 
rules are getting unrealistic." 
Residents said Koehn
 has been 
up
 on the third floor 
recently
 and 
agreed the noise level 
is
 acceptable. 
According to Scott, the advisers
 
were "going at it too hard. They're 
gong ho." 
"The situation has never really 
been out of hand." Reavis said. 
By Carol Peterson 
Staff 
Writer 
A short in an electrical breaker smaller than
 a bread box forced 
evacuation of the
 10-story Business Tower Friday 
afternoon.  
The circuit 
breaker,  located in a panel housed
 in the basement of the 
tower,  "blew when the ventilation 
came  on this morning because it 
was  
working all right yesterday," 
said  Benny Barrios, building 




 discovered the power outage 
8:30  Friday morning. By 10 a.m. 
Plant Operations had notified 
some
 of the tower offices that the 
building  
would  be locked and 
elevator
 service shut down at 1 p.m.
 Everyone was to be 
evacuated 
at
 that time, they said. 
The Business Tower is a "self-contained" building.
 This means it is 
"capable of ventilating itself through the use of 
fans,"  said Doug Stafford, 
chief engineer with SJSU Plant Operations. 
The building is supplied with fresh air through
 a system of air cir-
culation fans located on the ground floor and 
exhaust  fans installed on the 
roof. 
None of the 8 -by -10 foot fans came on 
Friday morning. 
Stafford maintains the 





 we evacuated the building is because we have 
no elevator 
service, no water service," Stafford said. 
"To  cover ourselves as far as 
liabilities we had to close the building." 
"We know what the problem 
is,  but we don't know the cause yet," 
Stafford said. 
He cited two potential
 causes for the breaker failure. 
The 
quality of the materials used in the original construction could be a 
reason, he said. The electricians found aluminum wiring instead of copper 
when they opened the panel Friday morning. 
"Aluminum wiring just doesn't hold up as good as copper," said Russ 
Olsen, electrical supervisor, as he replaced the breaker. 
Another potential reason for the breaker
-related  power outage in the 
ventilation system is "poor workmanship," Stafford 
said.  
"I'm not sure whether the specs were followed originally in the con-
struction of the 
building,"
 he said. 
"There's been a long history 
of complaints of air quality in the building 
due to the design," he said. "But
 this is a simple mechanical failure. It's not 
related." 
The three electricians
 repairing the breaker, headed by Olsen, fixed the 
problem  that afternoon. Power was restored 






By Kathy Chin 
Staff Writer 
What
 goes in, must 
come




picked up after the 
Clydesdale
 horses know this 
fact
 all too well. 
Each member of the
 ravenous eight -horse 
team  devoured 60 pounds 
of 
hay
 and 60 quarts of feed
 daily during a four
-day
 stay that included 
an ap-
pearance at the SJSU 
Homecoming parade. 
The
 end result was a 300

















































Jr. to trim 
the budget 
2 
percent,  no 




















































































































week.  "We 
get
 a lot of 
negative  





said it is 
difficult
 for SJSU 
to get 
media 




 she said, is 
one  of the few 
ways  for the 
university  to 
attract
 the attention















department's  finances. 
"Eighty percent of the athletic budget has 
come from non -state sources by having a suc-
cessful
 program," she said. 
Fullerton said the extra income has come 
from 
increased




Department  also received 
approximately $170,000 in revenue 
from  ABC-TV 
for 
coverage  of two SJSU football games. 
The money, Fullerton said, will be used to 
clear up debts carried 
into this fiscal year. The 
athletic budget started with a 




prior  years, men's athletics has had to 
carry a heavy 
deficit,"  she said. "Non -state 
monies ( donations, 
gate
 receipts) are borrowed 
from the 
coming  year to cover the 
deficit
 in the 
spring." 
The money
 will be used to "get 
caught  up 
and not carry 
the deficit forward,"
 she con-











three  to five 
years 







 program could pay
 a large 
part of the men's program. The home
 gate is 
running
 a little over expected."
 
Fullerton said  she has a final goal to end 




three  to five 
years  we'll
 be to the 
point where athletics, through receipts and 
contributions from the community, will be 
self-

























By Sonia Armstrong 
Life and death.
 A mutual relationship 
from the beginning to the
 end. But 
yet the two synchronously
 impose a complex 
ethical issue. A sensitive 
issue 
that  many people 
refuse  to address. 
In
 a world and society 
where  the dying and 
incurably  ill are not 
discussed 
universally,  where ethics 
and  morals are violated 
continuously,  
we must ask ourselves
 about the issue of 
euthanasia.  
Are the dying entitled 
to have last rights to life? 
As this delicate but 
ancient question arises out 
of
 the archives, we must 
begin  to ask ourselves who 
draws  the line between life 
and death decisions. 
Who
 should decide? The 
individual?  The doctors? 
The  courts? Or should 
society?
 
History has shown us 
that the alliance between 





 each believes that they
 have the divine answer 
to
 life and death 
decisions, just 
who  really plays God when




health  professionals, this 
ethical  issue suffuses and 
confuses the 
practice of medicine 
today. Physicians, thanks
 to technology, now have
 a 
myriad  of drugs, devises, and
 machinery to prolong the 
life of the terminally 
ill 
and  the hopelessly injured. 
Babies  no longer are doomed
 to a blighted life 
We musk ask who draws the lines 
between life and death decisions 
and the incurably ill no longer have to flirt continuously








miracles, has created a utopia
 for the dying, it, in essence, has turned the 
practice
 of medicine into the victim of its 
own success. 
"Every advance in medical capabilities is an increase in our moral 
responsibility," says philosopher 
Joseph Fletcher of the University of 
Virginia 
Medical School. 
This statement may be true because now health physicians and nurses 
must contend with the sanctity of choosing




practitioners  abide 
by
 the Hippocratic
 oath, an oath
 
representing  a code 
of
 medical ethics, 
or
 should they play




 with its simple
 injuctions 
against  abortion, 
euthanasia
 and disclosure
 of a patient's 
illness, is clearly
 an inadequate 
guide.
 Modern doctors,
 many of whom 
swore to uphold




school,  now violate 
it




 issue of 
Newsweek.  
Physicians who 
judge  the value of life 
in concurrence to its 
quality seek 
primarily to secure
 their patients' 
physical  and 
emotional
 well-being. That 
is to relieve 
their  suffering. 
In a 
1968 survey of 418
 staff physicians 
in a university 
hospital  and a 
community hospital
 in Seattle, Wash.,
 72 percent indicated





 a signed statement
 
authorizing  negative 
euthanasia and 59 
percent indicated 
that  they would 
. practice negative
 euthanasia with 
such
 a statement. 
In the same
 survey, 31 
percent
 favored social
 changes to permit
 positive 
euthanasia,
 and 28 
percent  indicated 
that they would 
practice positive 
euthanasia  if social 
attitudes  permitted.
 Eighty percent
 of those interviewed
 
in the 
survey  indicated that they 
had practiced euthanasia.
 
Though this survey was 
taken  a decade ago, more medical professionals 
are practicing euthanasia
 than ever before. An example of this practice was 
described by Dr. John 
H.
 Isaacs, an associate professor at Loyola Univer-
sity's Stritch School of Medicine. 
In one instance Isaacs went to extreme 
measures to slowly relieve a terminal carcinoma 
patient with metastasis. 
"I reduced the 3,500 or 4,800 c.c. of dextrose and water to 1,000 c.c. run 
slowly over a 24-hour period. In a  few
 days the patient succumbed to her 
disease. The family did not have to make the decision. I'd made 
it.  I had not 
burdened them with the decision
 because they were close friends of mine, 
and I know 
that this was morally acceptable,"
 Isaacs said. 
To 
Isaacs,  the question of euthanasia was acceptable. His reasoning 
showed that the distinction between 
killing  and letting die is one important 
expression of the ethos that directs medicine
 to the patient's life and health 
in the form of 
personal care. 
Here we can 
begin  to see that 
the decision of 
life  and death can
 be 
decided 
by a member 
of the medical 
profession.  Although
 he may put 
himself in 
the position of 
being  God, the 




are not all 
matters
 of just medicine
 and life and 
death. 























































. . 'We 
hold  
these
 truths to 
be self 
evident,  that 
all men 
are  created 
equal, that
 they are 
endowed







arc.  . . 
the






















at stake in 
deciding  who lives 
or dies, say 
the Bandmans





 trying to 
communicate  was 
the
 belief that the 
founding  fathers 
wrote  the 
Declaration
 of Independence 
with the intention 
of 
giving all life
 rights to the people, not to 
the courts. 
One organization
 in favor of 
giving the 
terminally  ill the 
right





 aim of the 1,700
-member 
organization  is to 
support
 active voluntary
 euthanasia for 
the terminally ill.
 





the  incurably ill 
should
 be allowed to 
decide
 for themselves 
when 
they
 want to die. The 
radical  Hemlock 
organization  defends the 
moral  
right for the sick to kill 
themselves and even elicits
 the help of others. 
Drawbacks to the
 goal of this 
organization
 is that many
 believe their 
goals flirt with 
the idea of suicide. Many
 believe that eventually
 everyone 
who is senile, 
deformed,
 or decrepit would be 
euthanized.  
Who should decide
 when a person dies? 
The medical professional,
 the 
family, or the 
individual?  We have more to 
contend  with than life and 
death.
 
We must now contend






staff  writer. 
She
 is a senior 
majoring in journalism. 
the 





Last spring, the 
Spartan
 Daily 
ran two anti -IRA 
articles. Greg 











 in May 
with  Noel 
Cassidy,
 Bobby Sands' 
former cell -
mate,  the Daily chose
 not to run that 
article. In the 




I feel it necessary 
to 
respond






"If the ultimate 
goal of the IRA
 was the 
unification
 of 
the island, the 
strike did not 
bring 
that goal 

















 IRA members 
are  not 
"common
 criminals"
 but  most 
uncommon  




 die in this present 
phase of 
the struggle 
for Irish freedom. 
The 
vast majority





here  in the United 





openly  and 
vehemently  hostile 
to the movement
 ( the New York 
Times and 











 which boasts that 
nation's largest 








 in U.S.-based 
(Irish) 






-based Sinn Fein 




assured of the 
support of still 
another 
generation,  and in the 
south,  
"Bobby
 Sands" roads 
and lanes 
sprang up as 
the people nailed 
up 
home-made signs. 
Garry stated "Popular 
support  
dwindled 













 continued. Owan 
Carron 
was elected to 
replace Sands in 
Parliament,
 Charles Haughey's 
government fell over
 the specific 
Issue of the hunger
 strike, and 
Dublin 
erupted  in its worst 
riots  
since the 1972 Bloody Sunday 
memorial. (Bloody Sunday:
 British 
troops kill 13 unarmed 
Catholic civil 
rights marchers. Live TV 
coverage  
thrust the spectacle
 into English 
homes.)
 




 in Northern 
Ireland, 
including many Catholics, 




 truth. In 1918, 83 
percent of all the Irish people voted 
for an 
immediate  and total break 
with England. In 1921, under the 
threat of "total and 
terrible  war" 
from British 
Prime  Minister, Lloyd 
George, representatives of the Irish 
provisional 
government  agreed to 
continued occupation of one-fourth 
of their country in exchange for the 
freedom of the rest. Under those 
conditions, it is ridiculous to talk 
of
 a 
"majority in Northern Ireland." 
"As far as any anti-Catholicism 
on the part of Britain, the fact that 
500,000 Irish Republic Nationals live 
and work permanently in Britain 
while the nation 
experiences record 
unemployment knocks down the 
anti-Catholic argument." 
"T'was England made our wild 
geese go," Mr. Garry. The vast 
majority of those Irish employed in 
Britain are there against their will, 
forced to emigrate because of 
economic 
deprivation.
 Even today, 
the majority of the land and the 
fishing rights in the Irish Republic 
continue to be owned by British 
descendants. A long-established 
theme in Irish literature, poetry, 
and music is the 
heartbreak of those 




would  like to 
hear  from 
you - our 











































































125  S. 
Seventh  
St.,  San 




























 Indeed, the 
term 
"wild geese" has
 become a code 
term for those
 emigrants. It is a 
cruel joke, 





As for Thatcher's 
refusal to 
grant the five demands of the 
strikers,
 had you done your 
homework, Mr. 
Garry,
 you would be 











 by all 
political prisoners,




3. The British promised the
 
restoration of those 
rights in 
December, 1980. When 
Commandant 














his  novel, "Trinity," Leon 
Uris has
 an Irish Republican state:
 
"We will not starve 
English  bodies 
in a famine, we'll not scatter their 
seed around the earth,
 we'll not deny 
them ownership of English land. Our 
armies will not patrol the streets of 
London. . . Remember that the 
British have nothing 
in their entire 
arsenal or 
imperial  might to counter 
a single man
 who refuses to be 
broken."
 











 an ear 
Editor: 
Attention 
President  Ronald 
Wilson Reagan! I have 
found  a 
contradiction in your "can -do spirit" 
concerning 
your extraordinary faith 
in the goodness of people to solve 
class standing will be printed. 
 The 
Spartan
 Daily reserves the 
right to limit the number of letters 
on a given topic after a sufficient 
amount of comment has appeared. 
 Letters should not exceed 350 
words. 
Opinion 
 The intent of the Spartan
 Daily 
Forum Page 
is to present a variety 
of 





 the position 
of the Daily. 
Opinions  express the 
views of the 
writer  or organization 
and will appear
 with a byline at-
tributing the article accordingly, 
 Comments, columns 
and  
editorials
 will discuss local, state 
and international affairs. 




opinions or news stories. 
 Guest opinions are encouraged, 
but 
will  be printed at the discretion 
of the Forum Page editors. 
Releases 
 Releases 
should  be submitted 
as early as possible
 to the City 
Editor at the 
Spartan
 Daily office, or 
by 
mail. The sooner the release is 
received, 
the better coverage the 
topic may 
receive. 
 All releases should include a 
telephone number 
in case more 
information is needed. 
 The Spartan Daily
 reserves the 
right to make judgements con-
cerning news value of any given 
release. 
 Announcements of meeting 
times, displays and other
 releases 
should be 
submitted  at the Spartan 
Daily office in 
the Spartaguide box. 
national  problems and 
other com-
plaints
 you voiced in 
another  story 
about the U.S. Congress 
having too 
much restrictive




 believe  that 
politicians actually speak through 
their ears. This has two purposes. 
The first is so 
they can't hear you, 
the second is so 
that they can speak 
in different
 directions, either to the 
left or 
to the right. What is even 
more 
dangerous,  it seems, is 
speaking what you believe. 
My left ear tells me you want a 
strong federal, executive 
govern-
ment, but my 
right ear tells me you 
want
 a weak, inactive, federal 
government to allow 
people  the 
chance to 
develop  individual 
responsibility. Why is it always the 
common man (or woman) that must 
save their country, but the person in 
power seems to always find 
his 
limits to power and demands more. 
Please
 don't forget the 
powerless; we may someday have to 



















 been reading 
in your 
column, I think
 it is also 
important
 
to mention a truly
 creditable one. 
I recently had a knee
 injury here 
at school 
which  required 
immediate  
emergency 
action.  Security 
officer 




 me to and 
into the health 
center. I 






all  of whom were
 professional 
and personable. 






























comic strip by 
Chuck Beckum, but 
not any longer. His 
references to 
gays in his recent 
issues
 are in very 
poor taste! 
A person's 
sexual  preference is 
a private and personal thing 
and 
should not be poked fun at. Fur-
thermore,
 
Beckum implies that 
being gay is a totally sexual thing. 
There is a 
lot more to being gay than 
having sex, Beckum! 
I feel 
that
 Beckum can find 
plenty of other topics to stimulate
 
our 
humor,  and I would 
appreciate 

















pressed  in opinion 
articles  are 
those 
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While in the 
com-






































































Encompassing  cadets 
ROTC cadets used compasses to follow a course through the hills of Santa Teresa Park 
(above). The students competed against each other to finish the trek in the best time. 
Sergio Mercado 
(left) gets a 
heading  
off his compass  to find the 
next checkpoint This 








246, to the Senate on Sept. 
28,
 Academic Vice 
President Hobert Burns 
assured the senators, even 
though the bill technically 
supported a non-existent 
policy, it would still 
be
 a 
complete policy requiring a 
level of attendance from 
each department. 
At that meeting, Young 
asked that the Senate delay 
making
 a decision on the 
proposal until
 today's 
meeting, so that a full 
complement of student 
senators would be present. 
Now that 
all  the 
student
 senators are in 
place, the bill may be on its 
final run through the 
Senate. 
Tony Robinson, who 
serves on the Senate 




presenting a motion con-
cerning the com-
mencement exercises 
before  the Senate today. He 
will ask that the 50 percent 











 your fall wardrobe?
 Still 
haven't
 chosen a 
costume
 for Halloween?
 Tired of 
 
alligators  weighing 
your  clothes down? 





 will have that 
special
 outfit you have 
been 
looking for. 
At 1 p.m. today
 the Theatre Arts  
Costume Depart-
ment, located 
in the Speech 
and  Drama 
Building,
 room 
I36B, will open its doors




will be able to choose
 from old hats, 
ties,  
coats 
and other pieces of 
clothing
 used in past SJSU 
play 
productions.
 Most items are 
expected to cost $5 
or
 less. 
The  sale will last 
until
 5 p.m. Students can 
put items 
on hold until Tuesday
 morning, according
 to Ron 
Goswick,  theatre arts 
publicity  director. But 
anything left 
after 9 a.m. Tuesday




 earned from the 
rummage  sale will go 
back 
nto the costume 
fund to help purchase 
materials




back into the bill. 
Saying he'd like











he settled on 
50 percent in an 
effort to 
increase  the 
amendment's  
chances  of passing. 






need for a 
mandatory 
faculty at-







decliric in the 
number






exercises  is 
the reason 
the bill was 
introduced





having one-third  
of the 
faculty  being 
required to attend as op-
posed 
to one-half, Robinson 
said it 
would  be like saying 
"Two-thirds 
of the faculty 
aren't 
interested  in 
showing
 up." 
Not one of 
the bills that 




 to the Senate deal 








 by the Spartan 
Daily claim that they have 
been able to get at least 
one-third of their 
full-time 
instructors to com-
mencement exercises, but 
no school has any 
method  
of enforcing faculty 
compliance.  
When Young first in-
troduced the proposal, he 
told the Senate that his idea 
was to make each 
department responsible for 
fulfilling its quota. 
The Senate will also 
consider 
a "Sense of the 
Senate Resolution" 
that 
would  require competency 
in 
written  English for 
graduate students. 
Undergraduate stud-
ents are already required 
take  an upper -division 
writing 











 can also 
SNOW 
GUARANTEED  
$299.95 BUYS THIS AMAZING MEN'S OR 
LADIES' 




ING, POLES, PARKA, 
INSULATED  SKI BIB, 
LEATHER
 GLOVES, WOOL HAT & 
SUN 
GLASSES
 PLUS TRI-CITY WILL REBATE 51 
PER DAY, UP TO 
,100,  FROM THE DATE OF 
YOUR PURCHASE 
UNTIL SQUAW VALLEY 
OPENS FOR 
SKIING,







































9 PM, SAT 930-6. SUN 
10 30-5 
30 
IATED STUDENT'S PROGRAM BOARD 
SAN JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY   
"ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST" 
Los Angeles Times, Charles Champlin 
New
 York Daily News. Rex Reed 





















 S.U. Ballroom $1.00 
8:00 
p.m. Morris Dailey 
$1.75 
For more 
information  call 
277.3228  







pass an approved course, 
or they may 
take
 a 
challenge examination that 
would demonstrate their 
competency in written 
English. 
The resolution asks 
that this policy be initiated
 












ucPs slues I 
Second clam
 portage paid 
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 in the 
paper  are 
not 
necessarily






















































Forsaking the confines 
of the classroom for the 
ruggedness of San Jose's 
Santa  Teresa Park, more than 50 
ROTC cadets 
participated in the department's annual
 
orienteering meet last week. 





the  event is 
designed





 art of orienteering,
 a sport that




a sport that involves 
navigating  cross-
country over
 unfamiliar terrain with 
a map and compass 
in order 
to locate control 
markers.  
This competitive race 
requires speed, accuracy 
and  
mental
 agility for the 
player to find as 
many control 
markers as possible
 in the allotted time.
 
Students in 
their first, second 
and  third years of the 
ROTC 
program  at SJSU 




 their course in  search 
of seven control 
markers,
 according to Major 
Larry Smith. 
The 
skill  of orienteering, Smith 
said,  is a necessary 
one for military 
personnel
 because it teaches proficiency
 
in map and 
compass
 use for land navigation. 
Cadets who clocked the 
fastest times were Bruce 
Nierdrauer, Leo 
Thrush  and Gerald Loeb, who 
finished  
first, second 
and third, respectively. 
Nierdrauer, Thrush and
 Loeb were awarded 
T-shirts  
designating
 them qualified 
land
 navigators. All par-
ticipants  in the event 




 event, according to 
Smith,  is preparation 
for an 
April  25, 1982 orienteering 
meet to be held at Mount
 
Diablo 
State  Park. 
In the Mount Diablo meet,
 cadets enrolled in ROTC at 
various  campuses will 
compete
 for trophies. 
Attention  grads with 
an 
M.S. 
or B.S. in EE, CS or CSE. 
FAIRCHILD Automatic
 Test 
Equipment  in San Jose, CA. 
Presents Questions 
You  Shouldn't 











2 Con I list my cot
 
as
 a reference? 
3 How 
Cool




Here's a couple questions you 
should ask us. 











opportunities for new grads with an 
interest in hardware and/or software? 
The 
answer to both questions is Fairchild 
Automatic Test Equipment in Son
 Jose. 
oIrchild General Purpose 151 Test Systems 
Division  
will be holding on -campus interviews 
on 
WEDNESDAY,











 a letter ol 
tnierest to Fairchild Camera  Instrument 
Corporation. ATE GROUP GPI.SI DIVISION. 
University  Relations. 1 725 Technology 
Drive.Son Jose, CA 95110 
We are 
an





Autornafic test fautprnent 
Pacific
 Telephone is 
the  company 
of tomorrow reaching out for 
your







we are turning the 
future  into 
an 
exciting place
 to be 
In order to meet the challenges 
of the future.
 we are 
seeking
 















because we feel the career 
opportunities we have to 
offer  











of your class (preferably 
with 
a technical









manager development program 





















leadership experience, either on 






















 to make 
it
 
yours, either sign up for an 











































Affirmative  Action 
program is 
working to 





and women at 
SJSU. 
It is the 
product of a 
resolution 
adopted by the 
California  Legislature 
in 




tending  state 




California  State 
Univiersity and Colleges 
system.
 
A five-year study 




that one black 
male out of 
10 



















of which 363 were com-




number  of those 
who actually attended may 
be higher
 or lower 
depending on those ad-
mitted the first 
weeks  of 
school and those who for 
some reason 
just did not 
show up, said Gloria 
Melone, director of Student 
Affirmative Action. 
last 
year's  Student 


















 that 1.2 
out  






















 out of 10 
as com-
pared
 to the 
white, 
non -
Hispanic  graduate rate of 
3.4 














































































 we have to 
validate our existence," 
Melone said "This is not 
easy money." 




proposal for the 
following year. That 
proposal is reviewed and 
evaluated by the Chan-
cellor's Office and the 




Melone  said. 
Maybe two or three 
campuses lost
 funding this 
year. 
This year the outreach 
will 







She plans to address 
students  in the Gilroy, 
Monterey,
 Watsonville and 
Salinas
 areas. 




Side  of 
San Jose 
would be a 
duplication of effort. There 
are already organizations 
targeted for that area. 
In addition to 
this 
budget, Affirmative Action 
was 


















































Graphs compiled by the Chancellor's Office of 
the CSUC show the 
graduation time for ethnic 
groups (above) and the total number of freshmen 
enrolled in the CSUC
 system in 1973 when the five-year study began (above 
right). Both graphs break down the time of graduation by ethnic groups. 
up a referral
 center. This 
referral
 center would serve
 
all students 








 hard to be wit-. 






 individuals $75  v 
 
Group  Rates  
I 
 No Extra
 Costs  
Closest 
school  to 
the South Boy 
I 

































 "they saw 
we were 
serious 







 Sandwiches Since 1968" 
TcL,G 
Mon. -Sat. 1030-1000 
Sundays
 1/00-1000 








































































































 your own 
business, designed
 & sold a 
product? 
Spartan  Daily is 
!ti seeking 














87 Valley Fair 
Center
 365  
San  Antonio Road 
San 































































and  Lafayette, 
Louisiana;  and 
Casper  and Cody, Wyoming. 
If you 
will be completing an 
MS in Geology 
or a 
BS 
or MS in Geophysics during 
this 
academic 
year,  our recruiters 




November  3rd about




 available at Marathon Oil Co. 
U.S. 
citizenship or 





















































































































was  aroused. And 
soon,
 he too, was addicted. 
Since then, he has 
habitually  gathered with 
friends during late evening 
hours getting high on the 




Rizzonelli was one of 
450 fantasy 
game and 
science fiction enthusiasts 
who made the pilgrimage 
to the Fantasy 
Events' 
Chaoticon convention held 
Oct.
 18 at the Sunnyvale 
Hilton.
 
The Bay Area zealots, 
ages
 13 to 50,were all there, 
swapping
 details about the 
special 
effects
 of the latest 
sci-fi movie,
 learning tips 
on how to 
paint  one-inch 
Dungeon





























:We  don't 
limit  




 for the 
more  
general  
area  of 
science 
fiction." 












organization  that plans 
science




 $8 to $10 entrance 
fees. 
"Our aim is to foster 
reading in fantasy and 
literature," said Anne. 
"For many,
 the convention 




"Myths are not 
stressed anymore," she 
said sadly. "The society 
that loses 
track of its myths 
loses  track of itself." 
In various exhibition 
rooms 
were  films, 
workshops, 





Dragons  or D & 
tournaments.  During one 
workshop, a woman 
even 






has been to 
these con-
ferences 
since  she was 10. 
When 
she first started 
reading, she was hooked on 
science fiction literature. 
"When I met an 
old 
elementary school teacher 
the other day, he didn't 
recognize me," she 
recalled. "I 
told
 him, 'I was 
the one who used to drag in 
sci-fi comics, remember?' 
He remembered
 me right 
away." 
"This conference is a 
good opportunity for 





and Dragons because of 
bad 
publicity.  
"Dungeons  and 
Dragons 






said.  "We 






















 in a 
life -and
-death 







and  learn 
to 





























































































 character gets 
killed."  
Clutching a plastic fish 
and tackle box
 filled with 
hand -painted figurines, 
Howell remarked, "The 
longest Dragon I played in 
ran 24 hours. It started at 3 
a.m."  
"You get involved with 
what the character is 
doing. It's a 




D & D players
 
were 
enraptured  in their 
fantasy
 world, a 
costume  
cbntest 
was held for fans 
dressed
 as their 
favorite 
characters.
 They not only 
wore their character 
Wizards,
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are no set 














Dungeon who? The 
Dungeon Master; he's the 
one who is selected to call 
the
 shots at every game. 
This honored 
referee sits 
behind  a charted graph 
that's folded up on a table
 
or floor so the others 
cannot see 
where  to find 











to tell the 
players  
what
 their surroundings 
are 
like,  and tell them 
what  
abilities








 and is limited 
in what he can or cannot 
do. 
For example, Taladin, 
the good guy, 




sistent with his personality. 
The cleric is a 
religious  
character  whose role is to 
heal and keep the rest of his 
party safe. A thief will 
constantly do his best to be 
conniving and 
tricky.  
Characters  such as 
dwarves, sorcerers, elves 
and 







you  think an 
MBA
 is the answer
 to YOUR 
future,  
visit  over 60  
schools at 





Forums  provide admissions  mlormat ion to help you 
 make a 










 to your needs 
You can 
 talk 
individually  to 
representatives




tittered  during 
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 six, twelve and 
even 20-sided dice are used 
for specific purposes, 
such  
as selecting
 a character, or 
killing a monster. 




approximately  one million 
people in the United States 
have played this fantasy 
game since its 1973 in-
ception. 
Beginners can pur-
chase a basic Dungeons 
and Dragons game, which 
contains a handbook, dice, 
and maps, for $9.95. Ac-
cording to Duffield, a 
player can be as elaborate 
as he wants and spend 
up to 
$500 for all the books, 
guides, characters and 
grids.
 
















































for new members Sign up 











 children as 
young  as 
eight have 
played.
 It is 
played
 throughout Europe 
and Japan. 
"You should be 
good  at 
word skills and have a good 
memory," the  store owner 
noted. 
Because people im-
merse themselves in their 
characters, playing 















immersed themselves in 
the personalities of their 
heores.  
"My name is 
Atynkahn, and I was born 
in 1530," stated fourth 
place costume winner 
David 
Rizzonelli.  "Atyn 

















chieftain.  He 





He described how he 




boots at K -mart
 for $10; 
then I sewed this cuff on 
top," he said pointing 
proudly to his booted feet. 
"The baggy pants and shirt 
are from the 
Salvation  
Army. 
"This black vest is 
made of car upholstry for 
the woolen look" Rizzonelli 




brimless hat with two horn-
like
 peaks that protruded 
from the front like an-
tennae.
 
Brian Freez also took 
advantage of the Salvation 
Army 
apparel
 in selecting 
appropriate attire
 to 
portray Indiana Jones, 
hero of the popular movie 
"Raiders of the Lost Ark." 
His costume cost ap-
proximately $200. 
Purchasing
 a used 
black leather jacket 
for  




brown felt hat, a green 
canvas pouch, and a 
leather gun -holster that 
hung loosely over his right 
hip. 
The senior at San 
Jose's Gunderson High 
School went as far as dying 
his blond hair to brown, 
wore stage makeup and 





To fully grasp the 





times and spoke with the 
film's producer. 
What is it that makes 
people like Brian Freez put 
all their time and effort 
into studying
 science 
fiction heroes for costume 
detail? What lures fans into 
living from 
one convention 
to the next, and tempts 





and Dragons around the 
clock?
 
Those to whom the 
question is posed cannot
 
explain the exact 
reason,
 
but say only that fantasy 
worlds  do provide an 
outlet, a release for the 
tensions of everyday life. 
"You get rid 
of
 the 
frustration with Science 
fiction," said one fan. 
"People totally escape into 
it. And for some, it's the 
only
 way." 























































& ASPB present 
The Varsity 


























Harold  DeBey 
Dr. Serena Wade 
Tuesday, 
October 27 























As a leading consultant tattle nuclear power. construction and petrochemical 




 to help new grads get their careers moving on the rIght direction 
At 
Nutech,  you'll be 
working with a 
staff of 
premiere





 commitment to 
Engineering
 Excellence You'll have the 
opportunity
 to 
sharpen your skills and 













 of new 
ideas. 
along  
with the responsibility to put those ideas into effect As a result,  a successful engineer at 






at a pace often unobtainable at a 
larger
 COrPOlatoon 
If you are about to receive a 









Please contact your 
Placement  Office to schedule 
an interview on November 
9th or send your 
resume
 to N. Diodati. College 
Pleistions Admini iiiii 
or,  NUTECH. Dept 
SJS.1109.
 6835 Vls del 
Oro. San 
Jose. CA   
U.S. Citizenship or 
Permanent  Visa status 
required.
 
When Industry Wants To Know,
 
Industry Looks To Nutech 
n'tIteh 
ORAIMATI MANAGf











































































is. Plus a 



























Free Ricardo Frisbee 
with
 














Comfortable, new dining 
area facing 
Monday 
Nite  Giant TV Football 
CONTEST:  










Fratarcangeli of Ricardo's sandwich shops downtown is adding a 
Celebrity

















that is . 
. . Since 
they're 
looking for other sandwich 
types,






Jimmy  "The Greek" Synder (feta
 cheese and 
olives on extra -large slices, the better to cover the 
spread)  or Jim 
Plunkett
 (he's
 been sacked  so 
often  
he's 
already  a 
sandwich)&You  
can 






Now's your chance to win a free 
lunch  for you 
and 6 
classmates. Nominate a teacher  
or 








pick up your free 
frisbee.  If your 
after good 
grades,  
you might list 
yourself  as a sandwich













































































































  On a 
bleak, frigid day in the 
Cache Valley, a gifted 
birthday boy helped the 





Celebrating his 22nd 
birthday in grand fashion, 
SJSU wide receiver Tim 
Kearse 
accounted  for 
almost
 
half  of his 
team's 
432 
yards  in total offense as 
the Spartans
 edged past 
Utah 
State 27-24 in a hotly 
contested battle before a 
crowd of 16,071 at Romney 
Stadium.  
With their first win at 
Utah State since 1955, the 
Spartans  are on the 
verge  
of winning the PCAA 
championship  and a berth 
in the first ever California 
Bowl. 
If
 SJSU wins either 
of its 




which is 2-5 overall 
on the
 year, loses just one 
of its
 final three league 
games,
 the Spartans 
will 
clinch 
its first league 
/championship
 
since  1976. 
So, the 
Spartans  seem 
to





State,  which 
shared
 





not  come easily. 
On
 a gloomy day










calls and Utah State's big -
play offense, Kearse was 
SJSU's
 saving grace. 
The  6 -foot junipr 
caught  eight passes for 186 




game record for reception 
yardage, and rushed for 28 
more yards on two carries. 
By far his biggest play 
of the day came
 late in the 
third quarter with the 
Spartans leading 20-14. 
Facing
 a second -and -
nine from the Spartans' 10-
yard line, quarterback 
Steve Clarkson drilled 
Kearse with a pass over the 




full stride at the 
Spartan 
35-yard line and 
simply outsprinted three 
Aggie defenders for the 
touchdown which provided 
the deciding points in the 
game. 
The 90-yard touchdown 
pass not only set a new 
Romney Stadium record, 
but was also the longest in 
SJSU's 
history.  
"This was real 
special," said Kearse, 
whose ebullient teammates 
serenaded him 
with  a 
raucous 
rendition of 
"Happy Birthday" after 
the game. "I wanted to 
have a good day on my 
birthday. I wanted to have 
one I could remember." 
If it wasn't for 
Kearse's  heroics, the Aggie 
defense would hve virtually 




produced  110 
points in 
its 










us so far," SJSU 
head 




















 36 passes 
for  "only" 






yards  and 11 
touch-
downs  in his last 
two  games 
before
 Saturday.








do a lot of 
things  we 
didn't






















 until 3:20 











































 by the 
cold.  
"The wind 
was more of 
a factor than 
anything," he 
said. "I didn't want to get 
psyched out by 
the cold 
weather, so I 




the Spartan offense still 
managed to put some 
points on the scoreboard 
early in the
 game. 
On the first play of the 
afternoon,  Spartan strong 
safety Glen 
McClaren  
intercepted a pass by Aggie 
quarterback Doug Samuels 
and returned it to the Utah 






pick up a 
single 
yard
 in three 
plays,  Mike 




 to give the 










 the pass 
in 











 do the 
work
 on a 
54-yard 
touchdown 
drive  at 
the end 
of the first 
period.  
Willhite,  who rushed 
for 119 yards













to set up a four
-yard 








to make the score 
10-7 by 
marching 
80 yards in 11 
plays, 
culminated  by a 
44-



















 65, 35 





bombs, Samuels wound up 
completing 15 of 29 passes 







 drive was kept 
alive when
 the officials 
ruled 




free safety Ken 




contests an official's 
ruling, was so incensed 
that he ran onto the field to 
berate the arbitrators. 
Utah State's other 
two  
touchdowns

























finally  ruling 
Samuels had
 scored. 




adamantly.  "He 
squirmed over after 
the 
whistle blew. 








touchdown  was scored
 in 
the final period when the 
officials ruled that flanker 
Paul Jones had managed to 
get a foot in bounds
 on a 
pass to him along the right 
sideline  of the end zone. 
Elway, perhaps 
fearing a fine by the PCAA, 
was hesitant to criticize the 
officials.  
"I 











said. "But what did you 
see' And I'm 
not so sure 
they  scored on that one 
fourth and goal (play). It 
seemed like 
it took them 
(the 
officials)
 30 seconds 
to 
make the call." 
Utah 
State head coach 
Bruce Snyder was not 





that with the number of 
times they threw the ball, 




Both teams may have
 
quarreled with the of-
ficiating, but there didn't
 
seem to be any argument 
that SJSU was clearly the 
superior team even in light 
of the 
















 the Spartans 
drove 80 










 end Tracy 
Franz. 
When 
the Aggies drew 
within 
17-14  just before 
halftime, the Spartans
 
started from their own 20
-
yard line with  51 seconds 
remaining in the half and 
drove downfield to set up a 
33 -yard field goal by Berg, 
the longest of 
his eight 
three






Stacey  Bailey 
caught his only two passes 
of the game. The recep-
tions covered 34 yard,.., 
making him the 
PCAA's 
all -tune
 leader in career 
reception yardage with 
2,137.
 
And when Utah State
 
scored 10 points in 
the final 




 7:30 left in the game, 
the Spartan defense stif-
fened and limited
 the 
Aggies to -11 yards 
the  rest 





 was marred by 
the 
loss of defensive 
end Eric 
Lane.  Lane, 
who











 and will 
be sidelined 







volleyball  rematch 
The SJSU women's 
volleyball team returns to 
the friendly confines of the 
Men's gym tonight at 7:30 
for a rematch








overall and 3-2 
in Northern 
California  Athletic Con-
ference play before last 
weekend's matches with 
Fresno State and Cal 
Poly -
San Luis Obispo, easily 
defeated  USF in the team's 
meeting in San 
Francisco  
earlier this month by 
scores of 15-5, 15-8 and 15-9. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 










4 30 and 
again  






molder  Call 
777












in front of the 
Student Union
 Sponsored by the
 
Gentlemen  of the Alpha Tau 
Omega Fall 
Pledge  Class Have 
I
 super Halloween. 
ASSOCIATED
 STUDENTS have 
























Get involved Call 





















and female Players 
for our 1981 team can 253 5750 
and 
ask  
for  Steve or 
964




 has iobs 








Planning  Co Student 



































































 Rev Natalie 
Shrras, Fr Bob






Prepare to rase 
the GRE, GMAT, 
LSAT or 
NTE 




 LOW fee 















no subsfilut,ori  
for 









interns Personally rewarding 
work 
Call  












have car and 













































 5 9 Mon 
Fri and IX? Sal 





E xperience Good, 
trustworthy
 
and dependable Teacher, 77 
years old in
 San
 Jose Call NOW 
238 4067 
Leave  message at 724 
3887 You 
will  be 





















 plus Bonus Over SIO/Hr 
Your Hours







SALESPERSONS for ceramic tile 
shop 








Apply  2644 Alum Rock 
Avenue










 Asia All Fields
 
1500 
tin:trimonthly  Sightseerng 
Free info 
Write IJC Box
 57 CA 
311 Corona
 Del Mar,  CA 92675 
COMPANIONS




















Dorf0/011  ice 
size 
Holds 42 









































I 3pc 1 as low as 159 50 
BedrOorn










 Clearance Center 4995 
Stevens  
Creek
 Blvd Santa 
Clara 
One  block 
east of 
Lawrence 
Expressway984  ssvit 



































































































 E xperts 249 
MOVE 
AFDC 
Welfare Housing available 
ALL Areas Rental




1ST Pervale Bath 5175 a 
month Rental E 



















APT  For rent, 70163 











Snare  3 Bdrm 
2 Bath House 
Fireplace Pool Much More 
Non 





RENT,'" Studios. 1. 2. 
and 3 Imam 
homes  and apart 
meets  from 1250 
Rentals
 
throughout Santa Clara County 
SpecialIzing in Santa Clara. 
Sunnyvale,
 Cupertino. and Mt 








 house with 3 
males  
S175 
a month plus utititres
 
Cambrian  Park 10 min 
from 
campus Call
 723 8373, or Not 
may at 
984 0433 
SPACIOUS  AND SECURE 2 bed., 








rec rm. BOO area,
 comfort and 
convenience
 



















wtr pd Ldry rfro 
$350  297 5S417
 
SINGLE 
FEMALE  Igr beautiful 
home poot not tub 
Complete 










 ask tor 
Shear  





 last plus 
deposrt


































kitchen fireplace piano 
linens.
 





10)50 II st OFF ICE 
1079 8 St 





 Sweet Game Facts 
World
 series NFL NHL 
NBA 
Arca comp 





00 P inc 
Suite 545 LA. CA 90046 
STUDENT









NEED CASH FOR 
COLLEGE,
 We 
nave thousands of financial aid 
sources.
 Free Info Write usi 
Nat Academic Financial Aids 
Inc SO W Brokaw Rd Ste 64, 
51 95110 I 
include
 school) 
BEST MACHINE Best Typist Best 
Price SON 3rd. No 823 HU 4355 






















over 10 years 







photographs by John Eric 
Paulson 
Photoaaphs  are eff 
pressions of love,
























 in the 
U S A Send $600 
Check or money 
order  The 





















DENTAL PLAN Take 





Money,  Enroll Now... 
Informerun 











































Street San Jose 
Cal 795 5824 
BAD 








 parties Come 
hear us play 
Call
 for auditions 
251




A GIFT quick" Butnotime to 
shop or wrap or deliver it" We'll 









Flowers' call us, 793
 GIFT tor 
balloonagrams gourmet food 
ano wine baskets You want it 
we'll create it, and 
wrap
 it and 
deliver it for 









AUDIO ENTERPRISES has the 





the  lowest prices See 
SU 





tor quotes on over 200 brands 











Kay 92990w  Sydney 149I0w  




Railpasses,  Tours C iE E 
Student
 Travel 317 
Sutter
 5 F 
94100

















 Britrail. hostel card. 
camping 
tours,










packs and voltage converters  
Trip and Travel. 140 W San 
Carios (next to 
Main  Public 




 7 days Mon 




. noon 5 Call 792 1613 
Israel 1770. Lynda seas Tokyo 9735 
Peru 1690 TEE 
511 N La 
Cienegallo 716
 
1 A CA 9004 


















PER  T 
TYPING
 

















etc from 11/page 
Fast.









































OWner1 Men  
































near Tully Rd Used to 
be
 Key War kers 
Ask for 
Audrey
 998 5715 















resumes.  theses. 
et, 
Accurate

















reports. statistical 753 3015 
CUPERTINO
 TYPING  
near  






















 Pic IL fast accurate 























Cali Sharon at 14081 
976 
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IBM correcting  
Seim tric Hi 
Choice of 
type  size and style 
Double 
spaced  


























Lucky  18M 










 Thanks tor bringing Love to 
the empty places
 in my heart 
Love 
You,  F F 
WOULD LIKE 
to find a woman that 
can care 





have a lot to give 
Will  you call 
Brian
 at 298 2308 
A 














































formats'  Call 
Marcia
 at 766 
9448 




















deadlines guaranteed  









































































































Print Your Ail Herr: 
ic.eira approximately
 * tatters and 
















Prtnt  nanw 
Cada. 
City 





 MONEY ORDER 
OR 
CASH TO: 



























 Desk LacatedOutside JC zir 
0 






























A KID I USED TO BE 
AFRAID
 OF THE 
DARK. 























































By Cindy Bundock 
Staff 
Writer  
With $385 from the A.S. 
general fund, the SJSU 
Lions soccer team will now 
be able to buy cones and 





























































































recommended the $385 
figure 
at








 it was up to 
the board
 to give 



















































plays in the Peninsula and 
California leagues, it 
wears 
SJSU




 to Charan. 
Last  year, the group 
received 
$510 from the 
board. Jersies
 were bought 
with 
a portion of 
the  
money. 
ALL DRESSED UP 






Board  member Mike 




it was "still a 
specialty  




we're looking at," 
he said. 
Howell said the group
 was 
not increasing 
"our  goal of 
creating 
cultural  interest." 
Board  members Oc-









Butler  said 
soccer  was  
part  of the 





football  and 









top  priority 
in using 
the 
soccer  balls 
and  cones, 
the 
equipment  
will  be 
stored 









Mike Howell, A.S. Director





 from page I 
"It's kind of a 
problem 
because I needed to take a 




a freshman art 
major.  "It 




 he checked 
with Auxiliary 
Enterprises 
first, thinking it 
was vi   
responsible, but 
was later -% 
informed that
 Plant 
Operations had started te 
work  on a pump 
well  
problem
 that was 
the cause 
of the 
water  shortage. 
Plant















 adviser Steve 
Reavis said when he 
left
 
the  building before
 9 a 
to go to 
























students  were in the 
shower 




getting  ready to take 
one.  







building had returned to 
normal. 
According to students, 
this problem occurred once 













































































































has  more 










between  Friday 
and 
Nov.  6 can enter the 
new address on 
the bottom of the class 
request form. 
Tomasso  said 
students  should 
com-
plete the address 
change,  since 
advance
 
registration will begin 
Nov. 16. Dec. 4 is 
the last day to  
submit  forms. 
Even 




forms,  the 
Records 


























































































 to check 
with the 
Records 












missing  some 
forms. 























from noon to 
1 p.m. Thursday
 at 360 S. llth 







   
The 
Indian 
Club  will 
























will  continue 
the 
study  of 










 at 298-0204. 
   
Space
 is still 
available  on 
the bus to 
Tempe,  Ariz, 
for  the SJSU 
vs. Arizona 
State football











 a New York 
performance 
artist,
 will present a 





 in the Art
 Building, 
room 135. Call
 Mike Crane at 
277-2579  for 
information. 






Spring  1982 
in Elementary 
Education can 
attend  an 
information  
meeting
 at 3:30 p.m. 
today  in 





277-2681  for 
information.  
   
The













 Dr. Martin 
Luther 
King" at 7 
p.m.  Thursday in 
Morris Dailey 
Auditorium.
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Stock  up 

































































meet at 8 
tonight  in the 
Student 
Union,  
room  359. 
Call
 Emil 













 Call Jay 
Howarth or 
Dave  Adams 
at
 969-6660 for 
time and place
 of the tryouts. 













 by the 
Physics  




 in the 
Old 
Science  








   





















 El Salvador 
will show the 
film  "Nicaragua,
 September 






Call  Regina Falkner 
at 656-3101 
for information. 
   
A 
Bible  study on the book of 
Ephesians  
sponsored  by Campus 
Ambassadors  will 
be 
held tomorrow evening
 in Engineering 
Building,
 room 332. Call 
Tom Flynn at 377-
3387 after 2:30 p.m.




tune your future 
Send for our 
exciting new catalog 
Then scale new 
artistic
 heights by selecting
 
the Academy of 
Art College 
Study 
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